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Abstract—Cloud computing is an emerging technology. On the 

basis of intensive resource management and sharing, it 

provides on-demand resources to reduce costs and optimizes 

the IT services. Though the desktop cloud platform can 

allocate resource flexibly, its efficiency is restricted by the 

limited system resource. Firstly, the features of SBC mode in 

the desktop cloud platform are analyzed. Secondly, the SBC 

mode-based user Capacity evaluation strategy is introduced in 

order to formulate the calculation principle of the maximum 

number of users. Based on the maximum number of users, a 

user capacity decision-making strategy-User Capacity Strategy 

algorithm is introduced in order to solve the optimal user 

capacity problem in the desktop cloud platform. It has been 

applied to the telecom applications, and the experiment results 

show that it can efficiently determine the optimal user 

Capacity and improve the performance effectively. 
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I. INTRODUCTION  

The mobile application has many characteristics, such as, 
it has a centralized system, it is fully functional, it has to deal 
with massive data, and it has a large-scale number of users, 
etc. How to improve user satisfaction, the QoS of business 
and reduce the maintenance workload are big challenges for 
telecom operators. The emerging desktop cloud 
technology[1-4] provides a practical solution, because it can 
provide the function of desktop unify and resource sharing. It 
can separate the user physical terminal and logic desk 
effectively, which makes it easier to centrally deploy the 
work-related logic desktop environment, so as to achieve the 
goal of unified management and control, environment 
protection, TCO reduction, improvement of the usage and 
maintenance experience. SBC and VDI are two major modes 
of desktop cloud platform, which different in the occupancy 
way of operating system resources. The feature of SBC 
(Server-Based Computing) mode is that many users share the 
same operating system, it is suitable for the application 
scenario that business is unified and user scale is large. 
While the feature of VDI (Virtual Desktop Infrastructure) 
mode [5] is that each user has a standalone operating system, 
it is suitable for application scenario that users have different 
customized requirements, such as OA and business hall of 
operators. At present, SBC mode-based desktop cloud 

platform is a relatively mature infrastructure. It is used in 
many fields, such as telecom, banks, hospitals and retail 
industries, which require large-scale client deployment, have 
relatively simple application, and have high requirement of 
safety and centralized management. In order to improve the 
QoS of SBC mode, there are still some key problems to be 
solved. For example, if user applications compete with 
operating system services for resources, the user satisfaction 
may decrease. Taking application requirements in telecom 
field into consideration, this paper studies the user 
performance optimization strategy on the SBC mode-based 
desktop cloud platform, then User Capacity Strategy 
algorithm is proposed. It has been testified in actual business 
applications, and the results show that it could decide the 
optimal user capacity, so that the performance of backend 
server can be improved. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Recently, there are plenty of researches on the desktop 

cloud technology research. Paper [6] presents a four layer 

logic-based overall infrastructure of private desktop cloud, 

and designs a security infrastructure of private desktop 

cloud from six aspects, such as device security, user 

authentication and authorization, and border security. Paper 

[7] analyzes the desktop cloud architecture in terms of 

network, and proposes a network building solution. Paper [8] 

studies the reliability optimization strategy of desktop cloud. 

It analyzes the characteristics of virtual resources, 

establishes a resource reliability evaluation model, and 

proposes an optimal reliability-oriented resource scheduling 

algorithm based on this model. This algorithm can provide 

an effective support for QoS improvement of virtual desktop 

services. Paper [9] proposes a performance optimization 

solution of desktop cloud platform. As there’s large 

redundant data in the virtual desktop storage, this solution 

uses data de-duplication to reduce storage space of virtual 

desktop infrastructure, and uses the local disk caching and 

solid state disk in the shared storage pool to optimize the 

startup performance of virtual machines. Paper [10] 

introduces a business important level to optimize the 

resource scheduling algorithm of hypervisor, and improve 

the virtual resource scheduling strategy, so as to enhance the 

user experience. Paper [11] proposes an interactive 

classification method of cloud workload to optimize the 

cloud resource. All these related researches show that 

there’re many researches on the overall performance, safety, 

reliability, and network construction of desktop cloud 

architecture, but the researches on user capacity of desktop 
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cloud platforms are rare. Taking into the actual business 

requirements into consideration, we study the user capacity 

assessment strategies of the desktop cloud platforms, and 

introduce a user capacity decision-making algorithm. 

Comparison with the above work, our contribution is that 

system capacity is taking into consideration to optimize the 

desktop cloud platforms, a user satisfaction evaluation 

mechanism is introduced to make the user capacity 

decision-making algorithm more suitable for the actual 

business usage scenarios. 

III. THE EVALUATION AND OPTIMIZATION STRATEGY OF              

USER CAPACITY 

A. The calculation principle of sustainable user capacity  

In the SBC mode, N high-performance servers are 

deployed at the backend, each of which has its own 

operating system. Each server has its own number of users 

which is decided by the server performance. The number of 

terminal users is a key factor that influences the 

performance of the desktop cloud platform. If there are too 

many users access the system simultaneously, server 

performance will decrease dramatically as well as the user 

satisfaction. The resources of one server is limited, so this 

paper discusses the main factors that affect the performance 

of the backend server, including the consumptions of basic 

resources and operational resources, system redundancy, etc. 

As the resources of desktop cloud platform are limited, the 

tradeoff between the system resources and application 

requirements must be made and the balance point must be 

found to maximize the resource utilization. 

The maximum number of sustainable users can be 

described as the following function: 
F: (U, I, R, T)→MU, where MU is the maximum number 

of sustainable users in normal operation environment; U is a 
unit of resource which represents the system resources that a 
user requires in the logging in and running operations; I is 
the initial resources which represents the basic resources to 
maintain system normal operation; R is the redundancy rate, 
it refers to the redundancy(%) that can maintain system 
operation in abnormal circumstances; T is the total amount 
of backend server resources. If the system is running in a 
circumstance which exceeds the amount of redundancy, it 
shall be treated as an abnormal circumstance. The 
relationship between the parameters is shown in Figure.1. 

 
Figure.1: Relationship between the parameters 

This paper assumes that if many users log in, the required 

resources increase linearly with increase of the number of 

users. To ensure the system can function well in abnormal 

circumstances, system resources should have a certain 

amount of redundancy. In the meanwhile, a certain initial 

resource is needed even when there is no user, so the 

maximum available resource can be described as R*T-I, 

divided by U, the maximum number of sustainable users can 

be calculated as: 

U  R*T U 
As can be seen from formula (1), MU varies inversely 

with U and I, so there’re two ways to increase MU: to 

reduce U by lowering the resources for running applications; 

or to reduce I by lower the resources for keeping the system 

function well. Since U varies greatly in different business 

types, it’s hard to find a general solution. Therefore this 

paper doesn’t discuss the optimization strategies of U, it 

focuses on optimizing I. 

B. The user capacity decision-making algorithm 

In practical applications, the maximum user capacity 

may not be equal as the number of optimized sustainable 

user capacity, because user awareness has to be considered. 

Assuming the maximum number of sustainable user is 

known, we design a user capacity decision-making 

algorithm. It continuously decreases the number of users 

until the users are satisfied with the performance, and this 

number of users is the optimized user capacity.  

US is the user satisfied value, it can only be one of [0, 1, 

2], which means “unsatisfactory”, “available” and 

“satisfied” respectively. RT is the user satisfied value of 

response time; Tv is the user satisfied value of response time 

threshold; R is the redundancy; Num is the number of test 

users. Let the user set be A={a1,a2, ... ,aN}, satisfaction set 

be S= {us1,us2, ... ,usN}, TestTime is the time interval of 

testing(minutes).The user capacity decision-making 

algorithm is as follows: 

(1) According to basic hardware configuration of 

backend server, and the calculation principle of sustainable 

user capacity in chapter A, the maximum sustainable user 

capacity for a single backend server, Num, can be calculated. 

Let Num users log in the same backend server 

simultaneously, and initialize their satisfaction value. (2) 

Keep them running the application for TestTime, and collect 

each user’s response time RT. If every RT is no bigger than 

the response time threshold Ty, the satisfaction value is 2, it 

mean “satisfied”. (3) Even if one RT is bigger than Ty, 

reduce one user, that is, Num=Num-1, until every user’s RT 

is no bigger than Ty. (4) Finally, to check whether the 

percentage of performance is lower than system redundancy 

or not. If it is, then output Num, which is the optimal user 

capacity. The pseudo code of the user capacity decision-

making algorithm is described as follows: 

 
Input: The maximum number of users Num,  

initial testing time InitialTime; 
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Output: The Optimal number of users OptimalUser 

Step 1: 

OptimalUser = 0;  // initialize optimalUser 

TestTime = InitialTime;    

for(i=0;i<Num;i++) us[i] = 0;  

Step 2: 

While(CheckSatisfy(us,Num)!=0)  

 { 

CreatThread(Num, TestTime);  

  i = Num; 

for(j=0; j<Num; j++) us[ j ] = 0; 

Step 3: 

while (i){ 

 RT[i-1] = GetRT(i-1);  

      if (RT[i-1] <= Tv )  

us[ i ] = 2;   

else  goto Step 4; 

 i = i -1; 

} 

if ( i = = 0 && the percentage of background server 

performance < R ) 

goto Step 5; 

Step 4: 

 Num = Num -1 ; 

} 

Step 5:  OptimalUser = Num; 

 

In the above algorithm, we introduce user satisfaction as 

an indicator and use it as a metric to determine the optimal 

number of sustainable users. What’s more, the test time 

interval is introduced and it can be adjusted to check the 

satisfaction value, and it has a positive effect to calculate the 

optimal number of users. 

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS 

We conducted the experiments on desktop cloud platform 

of the customer service call center in Guangxi Unicom. The 

customer service call center adopts a concentrated way, and 

it has 300 seats. Its desktop cloud platform is in SBC mode, 

and the front layer uses the thin client TC of Huawei, this 

desktop cloud platform contains 15 PC servers (Huawei 

ATAE blade servers with CPU 4*2C*2.33GHz and 

Windows 2003). The desktop cloud platform has been used 

in the customer service call center to do call business for 1 

years; the number of user connection for each backend 

server TC is 15. When the number of user connection is 

bigger than 15, the performance will sharply decline and the 

customer service staff reflects that the client browser 

responses slowly, even crash down, seriously affecting the 

quality of service.  

In this context, we conducted the experiments to test the 

performance of our algorithm, which contains two steps. 

Step 1, calculating the maximum number of sustainable user 

for each server. According to formula (1), in order to 

optimize the initial resource I, we have to adopt the 

following operations: optimizing the AD Group Policy of 

Windows 2003 to adjust the maximum number of 

connections; each user has and only has one session; the 

time interval of session is limited(15 minutes) in order to 

limit the number of users. 

After the above optimized operations, we take average 

unit resource U, and average initial resource I as calculation 

value. Taking CPU utilization as an example, we get a set of 

data after a period of testing, T=100, U=2.6, I=1.3, and 

redundancy=70%, which is equal to the general redundancy 

of telecom application, according to formula (1), the 

maximum number of users MU= (100 * 70% - 1.3)÷2.6 ≈26. 

The target of the second step is to get the optimal user 

capacity. After step 1, we can get the maximum number of 

sustainable user, which is equal to 26. According to the user 

capacity decision-making algorithm, we began to decrease 

the number of application threads, and keep this connection 

number for 60 minutes, and observe the variants (CPU, 

Memory) of performance. Figure 2 shows that when the 

number of users descends to 22, the average rate of CPU 

utilization goes below 70%, which suits the requirements of 

the telecommunication applications. Figure 3 also shows 

that at the same time, the available memory is adequate 

which is bigger than 16GB. 

 
Figure2. The variants of CPU Utilization 

 
Figure3. The variants of memory 

The relationship between the number of clients and the 

CPU utilization is shown in Table 1. 

Table 1  The comparison of performance and user satisfaction 

Agents Average 

CPU 

utilization 

Percentage 

of user 

time 

Percentage 

of 

privilege 

time 

Percentage 

of 

interrupting 

time 

Satisfaction 

Evaluation  

22 57.79% 30.19% 27.64% 12.52% Normal 

23 78.56% 31.28% 47.38% 30.15% Normal 

24 74.48% 29.90% 44.57% 27.17% Normal 

26 85.66% 28.90% 56.68% 38.14% Slow 

When the number of users is bigger than 22, CPU 

utilization will increase to over 70%, the maximum will be 

over 90%, so 22 is balance point of performance. When TC 
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is equal to 22, the average CPU utilization rate is 55.79%, 

the privileged time of CPU is less than 30%, and less than 

the user time of CPU, the average interrupt time of CPU is 

12.52%, and the state of CPU consumption is normal. So we 

can conclude that the optimal user capacity is 22. In addition, 

it should be pointed out that, the reason CPU utilization rate 

of 23 agents is bigger than that of 24 is that in the 24 agents 

test, the average queue length of processor is longer, process 

scheduling can lead to an increase in CPU privilege time. 

The satisfaction survey to actual service staffs (see the last 

column in table 1), also proves that the experimental data is 

consistent with the actual effect. 

In order to further verify this conclusion, we continue to 

observe the reading and writing performance of disk with 22 

agents. The experimental data is shown in Figure 4. 

 
Figure.4: the reading and writing performance of disk with 22 users 

It can be seen that, in the writing operation, 125 IO 

operations per second on average, and 300 IO operations as 

the most; in the reading operation, 23 IO operations per 

second. And the disk for this server is SATA disk 15,000 

rpm, with a capacity of 640G. The maximum IOPS in 

theory is 300 IO operations, and the experimental data 

shows that the reading and writing performance are both 

lower than 70%  

The results show in the SBC-mode, the optimal number 

of sustainable users of each server is 22 in the Guangxi 

Unicom Custom Service Call Center. With the guidance of 

the user evaluation strategy, we optimized backend servers’ 

initial resources in the customer service call center, and it 

improves the performance profoundly. The maximum 

number of sustainable user is bigger than the actual number 

of users before optimization. In addition, by using the user 

capacity decision-making algorithm, we conducted the 

optimal number of users testing. Combining the CPU 

performance test data and the agent satisfaction, we 

concluded the optimal number of users is 22, which 

increases the actual number of sustainable users a lot. In this 

context, all agents are using the same software to do 

business operation, so it can be regarded as a single virtual 

resource pool. But in practical use, clients often have 

different needs for resources, these users can be classified 

into different virtual resource pool according to their needs. 

Thus, the optimal number of such users in the virtual 

resource pool can be derived, according to user capacity 

decision-making algorithm and the characteristic of 

resources that users are using. 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we analyze the problem of optimal user 

capacity in the SBC-mode desktop cloud platform, and 

introduce a user satisfaction-based optimization strategy. 

The main idea is that performance optimization of backend 

server is considered firstly, and then take the resource 

consumption of one user as a unit, to calculate the maximum 

number of sustainable users in a backend server. On the 

basis of the maximum number, the numbers of users who 

login and execute at the same time are decreased, and 

considering user satisfaction values, we build a user 

capacity optimization strategy. This policy is applied to a 

customer service call center of a telecom operator. 

Experiments show that by using the strategy, the user 

capacity can be effectively assessed. The SBC mode-based 

desktop cloud platform can be widely used in the field of 

telecommunication. In the future, we will research further in 

the following two aspects: this strategy only focus on a 

certain scene and the similar kind of business, it’s unable to 

meet the requirement of different scenes and different 

business operations in the same desktop cloud platform. So 

it needs to be improved to take into consideration the 

situation that different types of business have different 

resource consumptions. Then we continue to explore the 

relationship between the user capacity and scheduling of 

virtual desktop on backend servers. 
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